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Abstract
Sample efficiency and exploration remain major
challenges in online reinforcement learning (RL).
A powerful approach that can be applied to ad-
dress these issues is the inclusion of offline data,
such as prior trajectories from a human expert
or a sub-optimal exploration policy. Previous
methods have relied on extensive modifications
and additional complexity to ensure the effec-
tive use of this data. Instead, we ask: can we
simply apply existing off-policy methods to lever-
age offline data when learning online? In this
work, we demonstrate that the answer is yes; how-
ever, a set of minimal but important changes to
existing off-policy RL algorithms are required
to achieve reliable performance. We extensively
ablate these design choices, demonstrating the
key factors that most affect performance, and ar-
rive at a set of recommendations that practitioners
can readily apply, whether their data comprise a
small number of expert demonstrations or large
volumes of sub-optimal trajectories. We see that
correct application of these simple recommen-
dations can provide a 2.5× improvement over
existing approaches across a diverse set of com-
petitive benchmarks, with no additional computa-
tional overhead. We have released our code here:
github.com/ikostrikov/rlpd.

1. Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) has achieved success in
a number of complex domains, such as Atari (Mnih et al.,
2015) and Go (Silver et al., 2016), as well as real-world
applications like Chip Design (Mirhoseini et al., 2021) and
Human Preference Alignment (Ouyang et al., 2022). In
many of these settings, strong RL performance is predicated
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Figure 1. Our approach, RLPD, extends standard off-policy RL
and achieves reliable state-of-the-art online performance on a num-
ber of tasks using offline data. Here we show the difficult D4RL
AntMaze domain (10 seeds, 1 std. shaded), averaged over all 6
tasks. We run RLPD for 300k steps due to early convergence.

on having large amounts of online interaction with an envi-
ronment, which is usually made feasible through the use of
simulators. In real-world problems, however, we are often
confronted with scenarios where samples are expensive, and
furthermore, rewards are sparse, often exacerbated by high
dimensional state and action spaces.

One promising way to resolve this issue is via the inclu-
sion of data generated by a previous policy or human expert
when training deep RL algorithms (often referred to as of-
fline data (Levine et al., 2020)), as evidenced theoretically
(Wagenmaker & Pacchiano, 2022; Song et al., 2023) and in
real-world examples by Cabi et al. (2019); Nair et al. (2020);
Lu et al. (2021). This can alleviate challenges due to sam-
ple efficiency and exploration by providing the algorithm
with an initial dataset to “kick-start” the learning process,
either in the form of high-quality expert demonstrations,
or even low-quality but high-coverage exploratory trajecto-
ries. This also provides us with an avenue to leverage large
pre-collected datasets in order to learn useful policies.

Some prior work has focused on using this data through pre-
training, while other approaches introduce constraints when
training online to handle issues with distribution shift. How-
ever, each approach has its drawbacks, such as additional
training time and hyperparamters, or limited improvement
beyond the behavior policy respectively. Taking a step back,
we note that standard off-policy algorithms should be able
to take advantage of this offline data, and furthermore issues
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with distribution shift should be alleviated in this setting, as
we can explore the environment online. Thus far however,
such methods have seen limited success in this problem
setting. Therefore, in this work, we ask the following ques-
tion: can we simply apply existing off-policy methods to
leverage offline data when learning online, without offline
RL pre-training or explicit imitation terms that privilege the
prior offline data?

Through a set of thorough experiments on a collection of
widely studied benchmarks, we show that the answer to this
question is yes. However, naı̈vely applying existing online
off-policy RL algorithms can result in comparatively poor
performance, as we see in Figure 1 comparing ‘SAC + Of-
fline Data’ with ‘IQL + Finetuning’. Instead, a minimal set
of key design choices must be taken into consideration to
ensure their success. Concretely, we first introduce a remark-
ably simple approach to sampling the offline data, which we
call “symmetric sampling”, that performs well over a large
variety of domains with no hyperparameter tuning. Then,
we see that in complex settings (e.g., sparse reward, low
volume of offline data, high dimensionality, etc.), it is vital
that value functions are prevented from over-extrapolation.
To this end, we provide a novel perspective on how Layer
Normalization (Ba et al., 2016) implicitly prevents catas-
trophic value over-extrapolation, thereby greatly improving
sample-efficiency and stability in many scenarios, while
being a minimal modification to existing approaches. Then,
to improve the rate at which the offline data are utilized,
we incorporate and compare the latest advances in sample-
efficient model-free RL, and find that large ensembles are
remarkably effective across a variety of domains. Finally,
we identify and provide evidence that key design choices
in recent RL literature are in fact environment sensitive,
showing the surprising result that environments which share
similar properties in fact require entirely different choices,
and recommend a workflow for practitioners to accelerate
their application of our insights to new domains.

We demonstrate that our final approach, which we call
RLPD (Reinforcement Learning with Prior Data) outper-
forms previously reported results, as we see in Figure 1,
on many competitive domains, sometimes by 2.5×. Cru-
cially, as our changes are minimal, we maintain the attractive
properties of online algorithms, such as ease of implemen-
tation and computational efficiency. Furthermore, we see
the generality of our approach, which achieves strong per-
formance across a number of diverse offline datasets, from
those containing limited expert demonstrations, through to
data comprised of high-volume sub-optimal trajectories.

We believe that our insights are valuable to the community
and practitioners. We show that online off-policy RL algo-
rithms can be remarkably effective at learning with offline
data. However, we show their reliable performance is pred-

icated on several key design choices, namely the way the
offline data are sampled, a crucial way of normalizing the
critic update, and using large ensembles to improve sample
efficiency. While the individual ingredients of RLPD are re-
freshingly simple modifications on existing RL components,
we show that their combination delivers state-of-the-art per-
formance on a number of popular online RL with offline data
benchmarks, exceeds the performance of significantly more
complex prior methods, and generalizes to a number of dif-
ferent types of offline data, whether it be expert demonstra-
tions or sub-optimal trajectories. We have released RLPD
here: github.com/ikostrikov/rlpd.

2. Related work
Offline RL pre-training. We note connections to offline
RL (Ernst et al., 2005; Fujimoto et al., 2019; Levine et al.,
2020); many prior works perform offline RL, followed by
online fine-tuning (Hester et al., 2018; Kalashnikov et al.,
2018; Nair et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021; Kostrikov et al.,
2022). Notably, Lee et al. (2021) also considers large ensem-
bles and multiple gradient-step per timestep regimes when
learning online. However, our approach uses a significantly
simpler sampling mechanism with no hyperparameters and
does not rely on costly offline pre-training, which introduces
yet additional hyperparameters. We also emphasize that our
normalized update is not an offline RL method—we do not
perform any offline pre-training but run online RL from
scratch with offline data included in a replay buffer.

Constraining to prior data. An alternative to the offline
RL pre-training paradigm is to explicitly constrain the online
agent updates such that it exhibits behavior that resembles
the offline data (Levine & Koltun, 2013; Fox et al., 2016;
Hester et al., 2018; Nair et al., 2018a; Rajeswaran et al.,
2018; Rudner et al., 2021). Particularly relevant to our
approach is work by Rajeswaran et al. (2018), which aug-
ments a policy gradient update with a weighted update that
explicitly includes demonstration data. In contrast, we use
a sample-efficient off-policy paradigm, and do not perform
any pre-training. Also similar to our work is that by Nair
et al. (2018a), who also use an off-policy algorithm with
a fixed offline replay buffer. However, we do not restrict
the policy using a behavior cloning term, and do not reset
to demonstration states. Moreover, we note that these ap-
proaches generally require the offline data to be high quality
(i.e., ‘learning from demonstration data’ (Asada & Hanafusa,
1979; Schaal, 1996)), while our approach is, importantly,
agnostic to the quality of the data.

Unconstrained methods with prior data. Prior work has
also considered ways of incorporating offline data without
any constraints. Some methods focus on initializing a replay
buffer with offline data (Večerı́k et al., 2017; Hester et al.,
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2018), while other works have utilized a balanced sampling
strategy to handle online and offline data (Nair et al., 2018b;
Kalashnikov et al., 2018; Hansen et al., 2022; Zhang et al.,
2023). Most recently, Song et al. (2023) presented a theo-
retical analysis of such approaches, showing that balanced
sampling is important both in theory and practice. In our
experiments, we also show that balanced sampling helps
online RL with offline data; however, directly using this
approach on a range of benchmark tasks is insufficient, and
other design decisions that we present are critical in achiev-
ing good performance across all tasks.

3. Preliminaries
We consider problems that can be formulated as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP) (Bellman, 1957), described as a
tuple (S,A, γ, p, r, d0) where S is the state space, A is the
action space and γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor. The
dynamics are governed by a transition function p(s′|s, a);
there is a reward function r(s, a) and initial state distribution
d0(s). The goal of RL is then to maximize the expected
sum of discounted rewards: Eπ [

∑∞
t=1 γ

tr(st, at)] .

In this work, we focus on RL while having access to offline
datasets D (Levine et al., 2020), a collection of (s, a, r, s′)
tuples generated from a particular MDP. A key property
of offline datasets is they usually do not provide complete
state-action coverage, i.e., {s, a ∈ D} is a small subset of
S × A. Due to this lack of on-policy coverage, methods
using function approximation may over-extrapolate values
when learning on this data, leading to a pronounced effect
on learning performance (Fujimoto et al., 2019).

4. Online RL with Offline Data
As outlined in Section 3, we consider the standard RL setting
with the addition of a pre-collected dataset. In this work,
we aim to design a general approach that is agnostic to
the quality and quantity of this pre-collected data. For
instance, this data could take the form of a handful of human
demonstrations, or swathes of sub-optimal, exploratory data.
Furthermore, we wish to make recommendations that are
agnostic to the nature of the problem setting, such as whether
the observations are state or pixel-based, or whether the
rewards are sparse or dense.

To this end, we present an approach based on off-policy
model-free RL, without pre-training or explicit constraints,
which we call RLPD (Reinforcement Learning with Prior
Data). As discussed in Section 4.5, we base our algorithm
design on SAC (Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b), though in prin-
ciple these design choices may improve other off-policy
RL approaches. First, we propose a simple mechanism for
incorporating the prior data. Then, we identify a pathology
that exists when naı̈vely applying off-policy methods to this
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Figure 2. Using SAC with our symmetric sampling method can
result in instabilities due to diverging Q-values; with LayerNorm
in the critic this disappears, improving performance.

problem setting, and propose a simple and minimally inva-
sive solution. After, we improve the rate the offline data are
utilized by incorporating the latest approaches in sample-
efficient RL. Finally, we highlight common design choices
in recent deep RL that are in fact environment sensitive, and
should be adjusted accordingly by practitioners.

4.1. Design Choice 1: A Simple and Efficient Strategy to
Incorporate Offline Data

We start with a simple approach that incorporates prior
data which adds no computational overhead, yet is agnostic
to the nature of the offline data. We call this ‘symmetric
sampling’, whereby for each batch we sample 50% of the
data from our replay buffer, and the remaining 50% from
the offline data buffer, resembling the scheme used by Ross
& Bagnell (2012). As we will see in later sections, this
sampling strategy is surprisingly effective across a variety
of scenarios, and we extensively ablate various elements
of this scheme (see Section 5.1). However, applying this
approach to canonical off-policy methods, such as SAC
(Haarnoja et al., 2018a), does not yield strong performance,
as we see in Figure 1, and further design choices must be
taken into consideration.

4.2. Design Choice 2: Layer Normalization Mitigates
Catastrophic Overestimation

Standard off-policy RL algorithms query the learned Q-
function for out-of-distribution (OOD) actions, which might
not be defined during learning. Consequently, there can be
significant overestimation of actual values due to the use
of function approximation (Thrun & Schwartz, 1993). In
practice, this phenomenon leads to training instabilities and
possible divergence when the critic is trying the catch up
with a constantly increasing value.

In particular, we find this to be the case when naı̈vely ap-
plying our symmetric sampling approach for complex tasks
(see Figure 2). Critic divergence is a well-studied problem,
particularly in the offline regime, where the policy cannot
generate new experience. In our problem setting, however,
we can sample from the environment. Therefore, instead
of creating a mechanism that explicitly discourages OOD
actions, which can be viewed as anti-exploration (Rezaei-
far et al., 2022), we instead need to simply ensure that the
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learned functions do not extrapolate in an unconstrained
manner. To this end, we show that Layer Normalization
(LayerNorm) (Ba et al., 2016) can bound the extrapola-
tion of networks but, crucially, does not explicitly constrain
the policy to remain close to the offline data. This in turn
does not discourage the policy from exploring unknown
and potentially valuable regions of the state-action space.
In particular, we demonstrate that LayerNorm bounds the
values and empirically prevents catastrophic value extrapola-
tion. Concretely, consider a Q-function Q parameterized by
θ, w, applying LayerNorm and intermediate representation
ψθ(·, ·). For any a and s we can say1:

∥Qθ,w(s, a)∥ = ∥wT relu(ψθ(s, a))∥
≤ ∥w∥∥relu(ψθ(s, a))∥ ≤ ∥w∥∥ψ(s, a)∥
≤ ∥w∥

Therefore, as a result of Layer Normalization, the Q-values
are bounded by the norm of the weight layer, even for ac-
tions outside the dataset. Thus, the effect of erroneous
action extrapolation is greatly mitigated, as their Q-values
are unlikely to be significantly greater than those already
seen in the data. Indeed, referring back to Figure 2, we see
that introducing LayerNorm into the critic greatly improves
performance through mitigating critic divergence.

To illustrate this, we generate a dataset with inputs x dis-
tributed in a circle with radius 0.5 and labels y = ∥x∥. We
study how a standard two-layer MLP with ReLU activations
(common in deep RL) extrapolates outside of the data distri-
bution, and the effect of adding LayerNorm. In Figure 3, the
standard parameterization leads to unbounded extrapolation
outside of the support, while LayerNorm bounds the values,
greatly reducing the effect of uncontrolled extrapolation.

4.3. Design Choice 3: Sample Efficient RL

We now have an online approach leveraging offline data that
also suppresses extreme value extrapolation, whilst main-
taining the freedom of an unconstrained off-policy method.
However, a benefit of offline and constrained approaches is
that they have an explicit mechanism to efficiently incorpo-
rate prior data, such as through pre-training (Hester et al.,
2018; Lee et al., 2021), or an auxiliary supervision term
(Nair et al., 2018a; Rudner et al., 2021) respectively. In
our case, the incorporation of prior data is implicit through
the use of online Bellman backups over offline transitions.
Therefore, it is imperative that these Bellman backups are
performed as sample-efficiently as possible.

One way to achieve this is to increase the number of up-
dates we perform per environment step (also referred to as
update-to-data (UTD) ratio), allowing the offline data to be-

1For simplicity, we consider LayerNorm without bias terms.
This does not change the analysis, as it is a constant.
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Figure 3. We fit data (left) with a two-layer MLP without Layer-
Norm (center) and with LayerNorm (right). LayerNorm bounds
the values and prevents catastrophic overestimation.

come “backed-up” more quickly. However, as highlighted
in recent literature in online RL, this can create issues in the
optimization process and ironically reduce sample efficiency,
due to statistical over-fitting (Li et al., 2022). To ameliorate
this, prior work has suggested a number of regularization
approaches, such as simple L2 normalization (Večerı́k et al.,
2017), Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014; Hiraoka et al., 2022)
and random ensemble distillation (Chen et al., 2021). In this
work, we settle on the latter approach of random ensemble
distillation; we will demonstrate through ablations that this
performs strongest, particularly on sparse reward tasks.

We also note that value over-fitting issues exist when per-
forming TD-learning from images (Cetin et al., 2022).
Therefore in these settings, we further include random shift
augmentations (Kostrikov et al., 2021; Yarats et al., 2022).

4.4. Per-Environment Design Choices

Having highlighted the 3 key design choices for our ap-
proach that can be applied generally to all environments
and offline datasets, we now to turn our attention to design
choices that are commonly taken for granted, but can in
fact be environment-sensitive. It is well documented that
deep RL algorithms are sensitive to implementation details
(Henderson et al., 2018; Engstrom et al., 2020; Andrychow-
icz et al., 2021; Furuta et al., 2021). As a result, many
works in deep RL require per-environment hyperparameter
tuning. Given the huge variety of tasks we consider in our
experiments, we believe it is important to contribute to this
discourse, and highlight that certain design choices, which
are often simply inherited from previous implementations,
should in fact be carefully reconsidered, and may explain
why off-policy methods have not been competitive thus far
on the problems we consider. We therefore take a view
that, given the well-documented sensitivity of deep RL, it is
important to demonstrate a critical path of design choices to
consider when assessing new environments, and provide a
workflow to simplify this process for practitioners.

Clipped Double Q-Learning (CDQ). Value-based meth-
ods combined with function approximation and stochastic
optimization suffer from estimation uncertainty, which, in
combination with the maximization objective of Q-learning,
leads to value overestimation (van Hasselt et al., 2016) (as
also discussed in Section 4.2). In order to mitigate this
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issue, Fujimoto et al. (2018) introduce Clipped Double Q-
Learning (CDQ) which involves taking a minimum of an
ensemble of two Q-functions for computing TD-backups.
They define the targets for updating the critics as follows:

y = r(s, a) + γ min
i=1,2

Qθi(s
′, a′) where a′ ∼ π(·|s′).

However, this corresponds to fitting target Q-values that
are 1 std. below the actual target values, and recent work
(Moskovitz et al., 2021) suggests that this design choice
may not be universally useful as it can be too conservative.
Therefore, this is important to reconsider, especially outside
of the domains for which it was originally designed, such as
sparse reward tasks prevalent in our problem setting.

Maximum Entropy RL. MaxEnt RL augments the tradi-
tional return objective with an entropy term:

max
π

Es∼ρπ,a∼π

[ ∞∑
t=0

γt(rt + αH(π(a|s)))

]
.

This corresponds to maximizing the discounted reward and
expected policy entropy at each time step. The motiva-
tion for these approaches is centered around robustness and
exploration (i.e., maximize reward while behaving as ran-
domly as possible). Approaches relying on this objective are
empirically impressive (Haarnoja et al., 2018a;b; Chen et al.,
2021; Hiraoka et al., 2022). We, therefore, believe this de-
sign choice is of interest in the context of online fine-tuning,
where rewards are often sparse and require exploration.

Architecture. Network architecture can have a significant
impact on deep RL performance, and the same architecture
that can be optimal in one environment can be sub-optimal
in another (Furuta et al., 2021). To simplify the search space,
we consider the impact of having 2 or 3 layers in the actor
and critic, which have been shown to affect performance,
even on canonical tasks (Ball & Roberts, 2021).

4.5. RLPD: Approach Overview

Here we present pseudo-code for our approach, highlighting
in Green elements that are important to our approach, and
in Purple, environment-specific design choices.

The key factors of RLPD reside in lines 1 and 13 of Algo-
rithm 1 with adopting LayerNorm, large ensembles, sample
efficient learning and a symmetric sampling approach to in-
corporate online and offline data. For environment specific
choices, we recommend the following as a starting point:

• Line 3: Subset 2 critics

• Line 16: Remove entropy

• Line 1: Utilize a deeper 3 layer MLP

As a pragmatic workflow, we recommend ablating these
Purple design choices first, and in the order stated above.

Algorithm 1 Online RL with Offline Data (RLPD)

1: Select LayerNorm, Large Ensemble Size E, Gradient
Steps G, and architecture.

2: Randomly initialize Critic θi (set targets θ′i = θi) for
i = 1, 2, . . . , E and Actor ϕ parameters. Select dis-
count γ, temperature α and critic EMA weight ρ.

3: Determine number of Critic targets to subsetZ ∈ {1, 2}
4: Initialize empty replay bufferR
5: Initialize buffer D with offline data
6: while True do
7: Receive initial observation state s0
8: for t = 0, T do
9: Take action at ∼ πϕ(·|st)

10: Store transition (st, at, rt, st+1) inR
11: for g = 1, G do
12: Sample minibatch bR of N

2 fromR
13: Sample minibatch bD of N

2 from D
14: Combine bR and bD to form batch b of size N
15: Sample set Z of Z indices from {1, 2, . . . , E}
16: With b, set

y = r+ γ

(
min
i∈Z

Qθ′
i
(s′, ã′)

)
, ã′ ∼ πϕ(·|s′)

17: Add entropy term y = y + γα log πϕ(ã
′|s′)

18: for i = 1, E do
19: Update θi minimizing loss:

L =
1

N

∑
i

(y −Qθi(s, a))
2

20: end for
21: Update target networks θ′i ← ρθ′i + (1− ρ)θi
22: end for
23: With b, update ϕ maximizing objective:

1

E

E∑
i=1

Qθi(s, ã)−α log πϕ(ã|s), ã ∼ πϕ(· | s)

24: end for
25: end while

5. Experiments
We design our experiments to not only demonstrate the im-
portance of our design choices, but also provide the insights
that allow practitioners to quickly adapt RLPD to their prob-
lems. As such, we aim to answer the following questions:

1. Is RLPD competitive with prior work despite using no
pre-training nor having explicit constraints?

2. Does RLPD transfer to pixel-based environments?

3. Does LayerNorm mitigate value divergence?

4. Does the proposed workflow around environment-
specific design choices lead to reliable performance?
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Figure 4. RLPD exceeds prior state-of-the-art performance on a number of different popular benchmarks whilst being significantly simpler.
Results are aggregated over 21 different environments (10 Seeds, 1 std. shaded). In each case, we compare to the prior best known work
(IQL + Finetuning in Adroit and AntMaze, Off2On in Locomotion), and SACfD, a canonical off-policy approach using offline data.

For (1), we compare RLPD to those which have been de-
signed to use offline data to accelerate online learning. For
(2), we consider an additional suite of tasks to study RLPD’s
applicability to vision-based domains. Then, for (3) we per-
form analysis to demonstrate the importance of using Lay-
erNorm. Lastly, for (4) we demonstrate our proposed work-
flow on the most challenging tasks (see Subsection 4.5).

How does RLPD compare? We consider the following
21 tasks from established benchmarks:

• Sparse Adroit (Nair et al., 2020). These 3 dexterous
manipulation tasks—pen-spinning, door-opening, ball
relocation—are challenging, sparse-reward tasks. The
offline data are multi-modal, with a small set of human
demonstrations and a large set of trajectories from a
behavior-cloned policy trained on this human data. We
follow the rigorous evaluation criteria of Kostrikov et al.
(2022), whereby performance is based on completion
speed, rather than success rate. IQL + Finetuning repre-
sents the strongest prior work (Kostrikov et al., 2022).

• D4RL AntMaze (Fu et al., 2020). These 6 sparse reward
tasks require an Ant agent to learn to walk and navigate
through a maze to reach a goal. The offline data com-
prise only sub-optimal trajectories that can in principle be
“stitched” together. Again, IQL + Fine-tuning represents
the strongest prior work (Kostrikov et al., 2022).

• D4RL Locomotion (Fu et al., 2020). Lastly, we have 12
dense reward, locomotion tasks featuring offline data with
varying levels of expertise. Off2On (Lee et al., 2021) has
state-of-the-art performance on this suite of tasks.

For evaluation, we first include SACfD, a baseline studied
in prior work (Večerı́k et al., 2017; Nair et al., 2020), which,
similar to RLPD, is an off-policy approach that incorporates
offline data during training. However, SACfD simply ini-
tializes the online replay buffer with the offline data. We
implement this baseline using SAC without the additional
design decisions discussed in subsection 4.5. Then, since
there is no single prior method that achieves the best perfor-
mance across all groups of tasks, we compare to the state-of-
the-art method specific to each group (as listed above).We
refer to this comparison in our plots as Prior SoTA. For all

experiments in this work, we report the mean and standard
deviation across 10 seeds and aggregate the results across
tasks within the three groups listed. For full detailed re-
sults broken down by task, see Appendix A, and for more
environment details, see Appendix B.1.

We see that RLPD performs strongly, either matching or
significantly exceeding the best known prior work on these
challenging benchmarks(see Figure 4). We reiterate that
we present results for RLPD and SACfD without doing any
pre-training, unlike the Prior SoTA methods. So, while
prior work (shown in blue) may achieve strong initial per-
formance, the online improvement is more modest. On the
other hand, our method reaches or surpasses this perfor-
mance in the order of just 10k online samples. Notably,
we outperform the best reported performance on the Sparse
Adroit ‘Door’ task by 2.5×. Moreover, to our knowledge,
our method is the first to effectively ‘solve’ all AntMaze
tasks. Furthermore, we are able to do so in less than a third
the time-step budget allocated to prior methods.

Does RLPD transfer to pixels? Here we consider the
medium and expert locomotion tasks in V-D4RL (Lu et al.,
2022), an offline dataset with only pixel observations. V-
D4RL is particularly challenging as the behavior policies
are state-based, which means the data is partially observ-
able in pixel-space. This is most obvious in ‘Humanoid
Walk’, where body parts are visually occluded, thus behav-
ior cloning (BC) can struggle to achieve strong performance.
For evaluation, as our method seeks to accelerate online
learning with offline data, we focus on data-efficiency—we
introduce a challenge that we call “10%DMC”, which in-
volves training policies using only 10% of the total timesteps
recommended by Yarats et al. (2022). As we use the medium
and expert data, we include a BC baseline. To evaluate
RLPD’s ability to efficiently use offline data to boost online
learning, we compare to a baseline approach that does not
use the offline data. To isolate the effect of the utilization
of offline data, we use the same architecture and policy
optimizer as our method and label this baseline as Online
in our plots. Then, to evaluate how this compares to the
state-of-the-art sample-efficient RL method from pixels, we
compare to DrQ-v2 (Yarats et al., 2022).
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Figure 5. Our approach generalizes to vision-based domains, pro-
viding consistent improvements over existing approaches.

We see in Figure 52 that RLPD provides consistent improve-
ments over purely online approaches, and in many cases
greatly improves over a BC baseline. We see through the
difference in RLPD (dashed black and purple lines) and the
Online baseline that RLPD effectively utilizes the offline
data to bootstrap learning. This conclusion holds as we
compare to the SoTA vision-based RL method (blue).
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Figure 6. Increasing UTD
with RLPD greatly im-
proves sample efficiency
from pixels.

Lastly, we test increasing
UTD to 10 on one of the
tasks—Cheetah Run with
Expert offline data. Figure 6
shows a remarkable improve-
ment in performance when
learning with the offline
dataset. To our knowledge,
this is the first demonstration
of a high UTD approach
improving model-free pixel-
based continuous control.

5.1. RLPD Analysis and Ablation Study

Here, we address (3) and (4) by quantifying the effect of
LayerNorm, and demonstrating the reliability of our pro-
posed workflow (see Subsection 4.5).

Does LayerNorm mitigate value divergence? We now
illustrate the importance of LayerNorm in mitigating catas-
trophic value divergence, and focus on tasks where overesti-
mation is particularly prone. In Figure 7, we see LayerNorm
is crucial for strong performance in the Adroit domain; ex-
cluding LayerNorm results in significantly higher variance
across seeds and reduces mean performance.

To more clearly illustrate this effect, we construct a dataset
of only the expert human demonstration data from the
Adroit Sparse tasks (see “Expert Adroit Sparse Tasks” in Fig-
ure 7). This subset comprises just 22 of the 500 trajectories
in the original dataset and is much more narrowly distributed
by nature—representing a task with sparse rewards, limited
demonstrations, and narrow offline data coverage—likely
to exacerbate value divergence. Here we see a remarkable
result: RLPD still exceeds prior work, despite significant
restrictions in data. Moreover, removing LayerNorm now

2V-D4RL normalized return is episode return divided by 10.
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Figure 7. LayerNorm is crucial for strong performance, particu-
larly when data are limited or narrowly distributed.

results in collapsed performance, with no progress made on
any task. We further observe improvements in sample effi-
ciency through the inclusion of LayerNorm in AntMaze and
Humanoid Walk through reducing excessive extrapolation.
Additional experiments and results are in Appendix A.

Design choice workflow. We now motivate our workflow
in Section 4.5, demonstrating the importance of these design
choices. We focus on the hardest tasks, namely ‘Relocate’ in
Adroit Sparse, ‘Large Diverse’ in AntMaze, and ‘Humanoid
Expert’ in V-D4RL, as we found these to be most sensitive.
We provide full results on all tasks in Appendix A, noting
that optimal decisions in the harder domains also produce
optimal results in the easier domains.
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Figure 8. Our recommended starting design choices and workflow
leads to strong performance on all tasks.

We see in Figure 8 that with the recommended environment-
specific design choices provide strong performance; we see
using entropy backups and smaller networks always results
in worse performance. In ‘AntMaze Large Diverse’ however
we see that with CDQ, performance deteriorates. Following
our workflow, and ablating this by subsetting 1 critic is cru-
cial to recovering strong performance. The same applies to
‘Humanoid Walk Expert’, whereby we surprisingly see that
CDQ is detrimental to performance, despite its popularity
in recent implementations. We also show the surprising
positive effect of larger ensembles in pixel-based tasks, with
the standard 2 member critic ensemble performing worse
than the 10 member ensemble we use by default in RLPD.

Lastly, we conduct additional ablations to understand the
importance of the design choices that we propose for our
method, showing that, though the individual design deci-
sions are simple, they are vital for good performance.
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Critic regularization. Here we examine the effects of
critic regularization on performance. We compare 3 ap-
proaches: weight-decay3 (Večerı́k et al., 2017), Dropout
(Hiraoka et al., 2022) and ensembling (Chen et al., 2021).
We choose a subset of the prior experiments to evaluate on
from the AntMaze, Adroit, and Locomotion sections.
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Figure 9. In general, critic ensembling provides the best perfor-
mance. Dropout performs worse in sparse reward tasks.

In Figure 9, we see that ensembling is the strongest form of
regularization. Notably, while Dropout performs well in the
Locomotion domain ‘walker2d-medium-v0’, as affirmed by
Hiraoka et al. (2022), it does not generalize to challenging
sparse reward environments. We also see that weight-decay
regularization is less performant in all domains.

Buffer initialization. In this section, we compare sym-
metric sampling with that of one which relies on initializing
a replay buffer with offline data.
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Figure 10. Symmetric sampling improves sample efficiency and
reduces variance across seeds, and does not work by simply in-
creasing the reward density in a batch.
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Figure 11. Initializing the
buffer with large amounts
of data limits improvement.

First returning to the challeng-
ing Human Expert Demon-
strations setting in Adroit, in
Figure 10 we show two con-
trasting examples that demon-
strate symmetric sampling ef-
fectively trades-off between
replay and offline data. We
observe that in the Pen envi-
ronment, symmetric sampling
clearly improves exploration
by ensuring increasing reward

3We found a weight decay value of 0.01 worked best across a
number of settings.

density within mini-batches. In contrast, we see that al-
though the buffer initialization approach explores just as
well in the Door environment, symmetric sampling has the
important effect of improving stability and decreases vari-
ance due to relying less on the higher-variance data gener-
ated by the online policy.

We now consider a situation whereby we have abundant sub-
optimal offline data, and see that again, our balanced sam-
pling approach improves sample-efficiency. In Figure 11,
initializing the buffer with high volumes of medium qual-
ity locomotion data gives initial improvement over online
performance, but struggles asymptotically, likely due to a
lack of on-policy data sampling, vital for online improve-
ment. On the other hand, our symmetric sampling approach
improves sample efficiency and matches asymptotic perfor-
mance while reducing variance.

Sampling proportion sensitivity. We assess the sensitiv-
ity of our sampling approach away away from the “symmet-
ric” ratio of 50% online/offline.
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Figure 12. RLPD is not sensitive to replay proportion; 50% offers
the best compromise between variance, speed of convergence, and
asymptotic performance.

As we see in Figure 12, RLPD is not very sensitive to
sampling proportion. While sampling 25% offline can
marginally help asymptotic performance in ‘walker2d-
medium-v0’, this comes at the expense of variance and
sample efficiency in sparse reward tasks. We also affirm
with our 100% offline results that RLPD is not an offline
method, and key to its success is how it controls for diver-
gence without restricting exploration or behavior learning.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we show that off-policy approaches can be
adapted to leverage offline data when training online. We see
that with careful application of key design choices, RLPD
can attain remarkably strong performance, and demonstrate
this on a total of 30 different tasks. Concretely, we show
that the unique combination of symmetric sampling, Lay-
erNorm as a value extrapolation regularizer, and sample
efficient learning is key to its success, resulting in our outper-
forming prior work by up to 2.5× on a large variety of com-
petitive benchmarks. Moreover, our recommendations have
negligible impact on computational efficiency compared
to pure-online approaches, and are simple, allowing practi-
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tioners to easily incorporate the insights of this work into
existing approaches. To further improve adoptability, we rec-
ommend and demonstrate a workflow for practitioners that
improves performance on a wide variety of tasks, and thus
demonstrate that certain canonical design choices should be
reconsidered when applying off-policy methods. Finally, to
facilitate future research, we have released the RLPD code-
base here: github.com/ikostrikov/rlpd, which
features highly optimized off-policy algorithms for proprio-
ceptive and pixel-based tasks in a single codebase written
in JAX (Bradbury et al., 2018).
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A. Detailed Experiments
A.1. Sparse Adroit

Full Results Here we present the full results for Sparse Adroit, including LayerNorm and environment-specific design
choice ablations.
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Figure 13. Full Adroit Results.

We see that LayerNorm greatly reduces variance on the Pen and Door environments, however slightly harms mean
performance on Relocate. Taken together however, LayerNorm is still a vital ingredient for reliable performance on this
domain.

A.2. AntMaze

Full Results Here we present the full results for AntMaze, including LayerNorm and environment-specific design choice
ablations.
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Figure 14. Full AntMaze results

We see that our recommended design choices are vital for strong performance on the harder Large tasks, and furthermore
see that using deeper 3-layer networks seems to help stability across all tasks. As we see, the best design choices on the
Large environments are also optimal for the Umaze and Medium environments.
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Gradient Steps per Environment Step Ablations We see LayerNorm is incredibly effective in a setting whereby we
perform a single gradient update per time-step in Figure 15. This may be required for learning on real robots, where
computational efficiency is important.
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Figure 15. SAC with and without Layer Normalization.

In Figure 16, we see the impact of increasing the number of gradient steps per time-step. As we see, both sample efficiency
stability improves greatly.
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Figure 16. RLPD v.s. SAC + LN + Offline Data.
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Full IQL comparison Here we compare to IQL + Finetuning. We show pre-training gradient steps on IQL as negative
indices in the x-axis. As we see in Figure 17, despite IQL learning a strong initialization, it struggles to improve beyond this.
In comparison, RLPD is able to quickly match, then greatly exceed IQL.
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Figure 17. RLPD v.s. IQL + Finetuning. We show offline pre-training steps for IQL using negative indices.

A.3. D4RL Locomotion

Full Results Here we present the full results for D4RL Locomotion, including LayerNorm and baselines. We emphasize
that these tasks are not necessarily a good use case for online learning with offline datasets, as the tasks can be solved
relatively quickly with purely online approaches, and there is no inherent difficulty regarding exploration.
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Figure 18. D4RL Ablations.

The impact of LayerNorm is not so clear cut in Figure 18; this is to be expected as online approaches already achieve strong
results in this domain. Notably, we see strong performance compared to baselines in the medium-expert domains.
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Figure 19. D4RL Ablation on Expert Data.

We also test on the narrow Expert dataset, not tested by (Lee et al., 2021). In Figure 19 we see LayerNorm can marginally
help both sample efficiency, and asymptotic performance.

A.4. V-D4RL Locomotion

Full Results Here we present the full results for V-D4RL Locomotion, including LayerNorm and environment-specific
design choice ablations.
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Figure 20. VD4RL Ablations.

As we see, LayerNorm helps significantly in the Walker and Humanoid environments. We also see the positive impact of
our recommended design choices in the complex Humanoid domain.
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B. Experimental Details
B.1. Further Environment Details

(a) The Sparse Adroit Domain. Pen, Door and Relocate tasks respectively.

(b) The AntMaze Domain. Umaze, Medium and Large tasks respectively.

(c) The V-D4RL Domain. Walker Walk, Cheetah Run and Humanoid Walk respectively.

Figure 21. Visualizations of the environments we consider.

We provide further details about the key domains we evaluate on. In Figure 21 we provide visualizations of the environments.

Sparse Adroit In these tasks, reward is a binary variable that indicates whether the task has been completed successfully
or not. In prior work (Nair et al., 2020; Rudner et al., 2021), it is common to see success rate used as the metric, which
simply determines if the task has been completed in any time step. However Kostrikov et al. (2022) use a more challenging
metric that involves speed of completion. Concretely, return is calculated as the percentage of the total timesteps in which
the task is considered solved (note that there are no early terminations). For example, in the ‘Pen’ task, where the horizon is
100 timesteps, if a policy achieves a Normalized Score of 80, that means in 80 timesteps, the task is considered solved. This
effectively means that the policy was able to solve the task in 20 timesteps. At each evaluation, we perform 100 trials.

D4RL: AntMaze In these tasks, reward is a binary variable that indicates whether the agent has reached the goal. Upon
reaching the goal, the episode terminates. The normalized return is therefore the proportion of evaluation trials that were
successful. We follow prior work, and perform 100 trials, and measure Normalized Return as the percentage of successful
trials.
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B.2. Hyperparameters

Here we list the hyperparameters for RLPD in Table 1, and the environment-specific hyperparameters in Table 2.

Table 1. RLPD hyperparameters.

Parameter Value
Online batch size 128
Offline batch size 128
Discount (γ) 0.99
Optimizer Adam
Learning rate 3× 10−4

Ensemble size (E) 10
Critic EMA weight (ρ) 0.005
Gradient Steps (State Based) (G or UTD) 20
Network Width 256 Units
Initial Entropy Temperature (α) 1.0
Target Entropy −dim(A)/2

Pixel-Based Hyperparameters

Action repeat 2
Observation size [64, 64]
Image shift amount 4

Table 2. Environment specific hyperparameters.

Environment CDQ Entropy Backups MLP Architecture
Locomotion True True 2 Layer
AntMaze False False 3 Layer
Adroit True False 3 Layer
DMC (Pixels) False False 2 Layer
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